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Brand
Model
Serial Number
Internal hard disc Drive

Philips
P3105
X0052426
MiniScribe Corporation
Serial Number CAF 85513
Model 8425XT
Capacity 21.4 MB
CHS 615/4/17

In order to preserve the data contained in the exhibit computer, a clone was made of the
internal hard disc drive. The clone has been preserved on a CD-ROM and all analysis carried
out during this technical investigation has been performed on a clone directly derived from
this CD into a new hard disc drive and transplanted into a host computer.
The clone contains all information on the Exhibit hard disc Drive covering all 615 Cylinders,
4 Heads and 17 Sectors.

Forensic Computer Cloning
Forensic computer cloning techniques available today have been developed to
enable investigators to examine computer data in great detail and at the same time
guarantee 100% data integrity and preservation of the original exhibit. A clone
made ofa specific computer is not a copy of the computer's files, but also
contains any hidden or previous deleted not yet over written data. A cloned
computer differs from a copied computer in that it also behaves analogously to
the exhibit computer.
Forensic computer cloning techniques have only been developed in the last two
years and were not available at the time of the homicide and at the time Cox did
his examination.
If a similar event happened today, cloning techniques are used in the examination
of any computer devices.

A second CD-ROM has been made containing the cloned data together with a search engine,
which will enable the user to search automatically through the cloned data for specific strings
of text, numbers and phrases. A copy of this CD-ROM has been attached to this report.

The exhibit computer, like most other computers, contains a hardware clock which is located
on the motherboard. This clock is similar to a watch in that it has an internal time base system
and a battery that keeps it going after the computer has been turned off



The battery, a 3-Volt Lithium battery, is physically located on the motherboard and keeps the
clock going for approximately 5 years from the date of installation. This five-year period is no
where near exact or guaranteed and the lifetime depends on many factors. When the battery
eventually goes flat the clock stops.

The hardware clock inside a computer differs from a watch in that it has no direct display that
shows the time and the date. The clock continuously increments its own time and date
registers and makes the information available when asked for under program control. This
small computer program enables the user to set and read the time and date, just like a watch.
The clock can also be set and read under automatic program control, of which the automatic
reading is used during start-up of the computer. The date information held by the clock is
usually linked to a calendar that is calculated by the computer. Again under program control,
when the current date is read from the clock, the program refers the date to the calendar,
which provides additional information like day of the week.

During start-up of the computer, the hardware clock status is read and the time and date
information are transferred to an other clock run by the operating system, the so called
system-clock. The operating system maintains this clock during the.timethat the computer is
running however once turned off the system-clock information is 10st.At the next start-up the
current time and date information are transferred from the hardware clock .intothe system-
clock and so on. The two clocks have a separate time base and in practice show a difference in
time after a certain period of operation. On the exhibit the system clock was found to run
approximately 2 seconds slow per day.

On the exhibit computer, the operating system, IBM PC DOS's version 3.3, provides five
different commands that give the user control over the hardware and system clocks. They are:

Clock This command reads the time and date information from
the hardware clock and displays it on the screen of the computer.

Clock/s This command sets the hardware clock. The time and date
are read from the system-clock and written into the registers of the
hardware clock.

Clock/r This command reads the time and date information from
the hardware clock and writes it to the system-clock. It also
displays it on the screen ofthe computer.

Time This command reads the current time from the system-
clock and displays it on the screen of the computer. The user is
also given the opportunity to enter a new time through the
keyboard, which if entered will only overwrite the system-clock
and will leave the setting of the hardware clock unchanged.

Date This command reads the current date from the system-
clock and displays it on the screen of the computer. The user is
also given the opportunity to enter a new date through the
keyboard, which if entered will only overwrite the system-clock
and will leave the setting of the hardware clock unchanged.

So, to set the clocks on the exhibit computer the user must, after the computer is turned on
and at the DOS prompt, go through the following steps:



Once the computer has started up and the system-clock settings have been loaded from the
hardware clock, the system uses the system time information to update the directory whenever
a file is created or modified. This applies to files created and modified by both the user and
the various application programs run by the user. The user has very little or no control over
these files created by application programs.

Upon examination of the exhibit computer it was found that the internal battery that keeps the
hardware clock functioning was completely exhausted, 0.003 Volts instead of the required
3V, and therefore no longer capable of providing the hardware clock mechanism with
sufficient energy to run. Issuing aClock/r command to read the hardware clock while the
clock is not functioning will result in an error and the system clock will default to 12:00:00a
on 01-01-1980. In 24-hour clock this is 00:00:00 on 01-01-1980.
In the laboratory the clock battery was replaced by a new full capacity battery and the
hardware clock mechanism tested and found to operate properly.

The word processor used on the exhibit computer creates during startup a temporary file in
which the program keeps all kinds of information that it needs from timeto time to operate
successfully. Like every other file, the operating system writes the time the file was created in
its directory like a timestamp. In this case, for "the message" to be entered into the computer
the word processing program had to be running and the timestamp attached to the temporary
files would have given a accurate indication when the word processing program was started

..up. The word processor program however, deletes the temporary file or files it has created
during startup, upon normal exiting of the program. This is standard good housekeeping and it
has to do this as otherwise the computer's storage system, in this case the hard disc would
suffocate in no time from all sorts of temporary files which have been left lying around and
are no longer required. If, on the other hand, a program is not properly exited, which is simply
done by turning the computer off, the temporary files are not deleted and remain on the hard
disc until deleted manually or over written. This is also known as crashing the computer.

Cox knew this and tried to use this knowledge to determine the time the word processor had
been turned on. Had the hardware clock worked properly on the exhibit computer then Cox's
. theory would have worked, it would have been possible to determine the time the temporary
files were created with great accuracy, and it would have been possible to determine the
exactness and deviation of the hardware clock.
What Cox did not know, and it would be fair to say that he had no way of establishing this,
was that the hardware clock had failed, and examination of some of the files still remaining on
the hard disc suggest that the hardware clock failed a long time before Cox did his on site
examination that day. It is also fair to say that Cox had no other options available to him at the
time. Cox could not use any of the above listed commands to fmdout whether or not the
hardware clock was working properly and what its settings were. He could not do this because
it would require him to exit the word processing program in the normal way and this would
have deleted the temporary file or files he wanted to examine and with that any evidence.

If the battery had not been flat and the hardware clock had been working properly, the
exactness of the various clocks and creation of files could have been established days or
weeks after the on site examination with great precision as long as the hardware clock kept
Qlnning.

ITlte appropriate way of determining tlte deviation of tlte setting of a computer
system clock from absolute time:



At the DOS prompt, the examiner enters the characters time, without pushing the
enter or return key. Using a stopwatch with a x-tal timebase the examiner pushes
simultaneously the enter key on the computer keyboard and the start button on the
stopwatch.
The computer screen will now display the system clock time -.1, i.e. 09:59:24.00.
The examiner now contacts a telephone time service, and waits for a
synchronization tone. Upon hearing the tone the stopwatch is stopped and a note
is taken of both the absolute time given by the time service r2, i.e. 10:05:00.00,
and the relative time accumulated by the stopwatch rR, i.e. 00:04:45.00.
The deviation or can now be calculated as:

&= r2- (T1+rR)
In this example the system clock is 51 seconds fast.

After Cox saved "the message" and crashed and restarted the computer it became apparent
thatthe hardware clock had been dysfunctional and that the default time was loaded into the
system clock during startup. Cox had only one alternative now to fmdout what time the
computer was tumed on and that was to establish what timestamp was given to the file in
which he saved "the message" and then to subtract that time from the real time he saved it.
However Cox failed, in my view, to take a note of the real time at the time he saved the file,
but instead concentrated on the accurate time they turned the computer off. This to me is
really a surprise, as the computer once its power is lost can do no more. Cox should have used
a variation of the procedure: "The appropriate way of determining the deviation of the
setting of a computer system clock from absolute time" as described earlier when saving
"the message". Analysis of the timestamp associated with the saved message shows the date
02 January 1980 and a time of 07:32:54. This is 54 seconds later than the time reported by
Cox.

Cox identified file MW002993.TMP, as the temporary file created by the word processor, at
the time the program was started. Examination of this file shows the file creation tilne as
12:00:30, which is 30 seconds after the system clock starts running and it confmns that the
word processing program was directly started up after power-up of the computer.

Cox's theory of subtracting the timestamp given to the saved file from the real time he saved
the message was a very simplistic one, but has now become rather complex as various factors
are influencing the accuracy. Each factor is described below and an estimate of its tolerance is
given.

• The delay between turning on the computer and the system clock beginning
to operate.

• The delay between starting up of the system clock and creation of the word
processing temporary file.

• The delay between noting the time on Anderson's watch and saving "the
message".



Test on the exhibit computer have shown that the time delay from the moment of
the moment the system clock begins to run is 13 seconds with a tolerance of +/- 1 s

The delay between starting up of the system clock and creation of the word pr
temporary file.

The temporary file examined by Cox, MW002993.TMP, shows itwascreatedatJ2:"
The creation of the temporary file does not influence the system clock or ,the time:
to the file containing "the message" saved by Cox. ' ••
Laboratory test have shown that from the time the computer power is turned on;
44 seconds, +/-1 second, for the word processor to be initialized. This in turn eq
seconds from the time the system clock starts running. A message can not be '
this process being completed.

Laboratory tests have shown that the system clock deviates -16 seconds over a 168
period. This equates to -3 seconds over 31.5 hours. This in turn results in the time stani
to the file, in which Cox saved "the message" is 31 hours, 32 minutes and 57 secondS
31 hours, 32 minutes and 54 seconds. '

According to Anderson's notebook, Cox started examining the computer at 14:16 and
computer was turned off at 14:22. They have both indicated that it would be reasonabl'
that "the message" was saved after 2 minutes, this being 14: 18 on Anderson's watch;-
theory however, it could have been any time between 14:16 and 14:22, giving a v • '.
+4/-2 minutes from 14:18. This is inthe calculation table referred to as "Variation:

~4

The photocopy of Anderson's watch given to me does not to appear to have a dedi
to indicate seconds. It is also noted that there are no indications between the five m'
marks, making it difficult to precisely read the time. Tests on the watch have shown:
quartz watch in which a little stepping motor, that drives the hands, makes definedl
jumps and a reading offor example 18: 15 could have been 18:15:00 or 15:15:09,
introduces a variation of + 10/-0 seconds. It would be fair to say and reasonable to
Anderson being the owner of the watch would be used to reading it and comfortab
interpreting the positions of the hands. Misreading due to parallax errors would,jri
variation by +/-0:30 minute to +0:40/-D:30 minutes. This is in the calculation tab
as "Variation B". '



The time check comparison of Anderson's watch against Telecom III call center time
resulted in a 2-minute deviation, meaning Anderson's watch being fast. The call was logged
by Telecom at 10:25, and no seconds are recorded. This in turn implies that the call was
received at either 10:25 :00 or 10:25 :59 introducing a tolerance of + 1/-0 minutes. In addition,
in reading the time during this check, the watch indicated 10:27, which in turn could have
been 10:27:00 or 10:27:09, introducing an extra variation of + 10/-0 second. Also, misreading
due to parallax errors would increase the variation by +/-0.5 minute. The total variance now
comes to, an absolute deviation of -2 minutes with a tolerance of + I :40/-0:30 minutes. This is
in the calculation table referred to as "Variation C".

The table: Variations for: Message saved shows an overview of the different variations that
apply to the calculation of the event Message saved.

Using all of the above data and information it is now possible to compute a timeline that
includes all compounding variations in both negative time, resulting in the events occurring
earlier, and in positive time resulting in the events occurring later.

The column Power ON represents the event where mains power is applied to the exhibit
computer when the ON switch is pushed in.

The column Start Sys clock represents the event after Power ON where the,operating system
has transferred, in this case unsuccessfully, the time and the date from the hardware clock into
the system clock, and the system clock begins incrementing.

The column Word initialized describes the event where the word processing program
WORD has been started up and initialized after which it is possible to enter in typed text
through the keyboard. It is not possible for a user to enter any text into the word processor
prior to this event, however it is possible that text is entered after the event much later. This

• event plays an insignificant role in the calculation of the time the computer was turned on,
however it is significant here, as the computer word processor was not usable prior to this
event.

The column Message saved represents the event "the message" was saved by Cox, and at
which point in time the file containing "the message" was given a time stamp.



Applying the compounding variations to the Real timeline figures results in two additional
timelines. The frrst time line shows the Earliest possible time the events described could have
taken place, and the second timeline shows the Latest possible time the listed events could
have happened. This with exception of the latest possible time Word was initialized as this
could have happened much later, but taken all the maximum compounding variations into
account, text could not have been entered before that time.

Also shown is the Most likely time line listing the events as they happened in my opinion. The
most likely time is computed by taking into account frrstly all the absolute deviations, which
are, the fact that Anderson's watch was two minutes fast, the fact that the time stamp on the
saved message is 31 hours, 32 minutes and 54 seconds and the fact that the system clock runs
3 seconds slow over a 31 hour period. Secondly taken into account is the mean of all the
variable tolerances. It would be unreasonable to expect that all variations would compound in
only one direction, either all adding in positive time resulting in the events being later, or all
adding in negative time resulting in the events being earlier. In this time line the Most likely
time the computer was turned on was at 06:44:30 and the message could not have been typed
into the word processor until 06:45:14.

The data obtained from the cloned hard drive has been searched for any fragments of
correspondence, communications, transactions and documents containing any possible new data and
evidence that would bear on the investigation. The cloned data gives access not only to the files and
programs on the hard disc but also to information in, the so called, slack spaces that might contain
any previous deleted but not yet overwritten data.
A number of quotations were found on the clone, which, in my view, are mainly associated with
results displayed on the screen during the playing of computer games. There are a great number of
games on the exhibit computer and once played the user can die, gets shot or killed and looses the
game. The computer also contains a small electronic dictionary and a collection of phrases. Non of
these phrases belong in my view to a poem or any message relevant to the review.

No significant information was found or recovered from the clone. A CD-ROM containing the
cloned data complete with search engine is attached to this report.



fragments of correspondence, communications, transactions and documents containing any possible
new data and evidence that would bear on the investigation. This includes any previous deleted but
not overwritten data still available on the discs. The content of the discs plus any recovered data has
been recorded onto a separate CD-ROM. The discs have been numbered from 971679 through to
971699 and the names of the folders on the CD-ROM correspond with the numbers of the floppy
discs. The folder number followed by the word recov contains the recovered data if any. Disc
971692 was found to be unformatted and not to contain any data, therefore there is no folder on the
CD-ROM related to that disc.

The data on the floppy discs is mainly related to school activities of the family members, like essays,
reports and some private correspondence. No significant information was found or recovered from
the floppy discs that in my view would contribute to the review. The CD-ROM containing the floppy
disc data has been attached to this report for further viewing or examination if required.

On startup the-Qperating system enters a menu system which allows the user.to,choose.from a··
.number of options, for example entering the word processing program or starting up a game. The
menu system it self can be customized by the user or owner of the system. If, for example a new
spreadsheet program was purchased and loaded into the computer system, the user could edit this
menu system by adding the spreadsheet program into the menu. In order to access the editing mode
of the menu system a password may be required. This is the case with option 15 on the menu, which
in reality is a blank option in the menu system that can be customized by the user! owner of the
computer, by anyone who knows the password or by anyone who knows how to bypass the
password.

Most computers require internal forced ventilation in order to expel heat created by the electrical and
electronic components inside the computer housing. In some modem computer equipment the
ventilation system is activated only when the temperature reaches a specific value, but in most
computers the fan or fans that provide the forced airflow run continuously when the computer is
turned on. The fans used in computers are usually small inline'brush<1essmotors,producingaJow
whizzing sound. The fan attached to the power supply is usually directly attached to,the.back of the
computer, while other computers have this fan fitted further inside'thecomputer'powersupply
generally producing a lower sound level. The exhibit computer is oneofthe-lattertypes ..

In addition to this, there are usually one or two hard disc drives also containing a small electric
motor which produces a low-level whizzing sound. A hard disc is fitted inside the computer
framework and its sound is shielded by the computer's enclosure. Ventilation grills and slots fitted
on some computers do provide less sound protective covering from the disc drive noise compared to
fully enclosed casings. The exhibit computer is fitted with a small ventilation grills at the front. :,-

The overall sound produced by a number of computers have been measured, and as the sound is of a
continuous nature the results have been expressed in dB(A). The table below gives the values for the
various computers measured at a one and two meter distance from the device. The table shows that
the exhibit computer in not specifically louder or quieter that the other devices tested. All
measurements have been carried out against a background noise of approximately 25dB(A).



The background noise at the Bain residence would have been of equivalent level. By comparison, a
quiet bedroom at night reads around 30 dB(A) and the still and quite countryside approximately
20dB(A).
The exhibit computer was situated in the alcove next to Room A (as per floor plan provided). The
sound level of the computer would have therefore been noticeable lower in Room A. I would
estimate this to be about 4 to 6 dB, as the two rooms are separated by a curtain, and although there
appears to be a gap of about 200mm, the alcove acts as a large acoustic sound absorber. This reduces
the sound level of the computer to 29 to 30 dB (A), which is perceptible in relation to the background
noise. From the floor plan is estimated that Mr. Robin Bain was an additional 2-meters away froin
the opening of the curtain, this again further reduces the sound level by approximately 3 dB,
bringing the overall level to 26 to 27 dB(A).

As to whether the sound of the computer would have been noticed by anybody in Room A atthe"
time depends on two factors, fIrst, is the difference in loudness of the sound in relation to the
background high enough for it to beperceptible,-and secondly, is the sound unusual in character and
unusual to the observer enough under the circumstances.
On the fIrst issue it is my opinion that the sound would have been observable against the expected
background noise level at the time, although there could have been other sound sources contributing
to the increase in general background noise like household appliances (fridge, freezer, washing
machine etc).
On the second issue, the sound of the computer has a constant non-impulse character and is
generally a sound that people are accustomed to and nobody would fmd it unusual and unreasonable
to hear a sound like that in their environment. Especially if that person lives at the address knows
that the computer is in that location, is familiar with the sound character and has used the equipment
personally on many occasions.

In my view the sound made by the exhibit computer would most likely not have been noticed and
would not have attracted the attention of Mr. Robin Bain.

After having examined the exhibit computer and its data, after having conducted numerous
laboratory experiments and tests on the computer clocks. After having read and studied all the
relevant job sheets," interviews and other documents related to this case, it is myprofessional.opinion
that the evidence given during the trial, concerning the time the computer was turned on, was both
relatively precise and reasonable. It was relatively precise because the most likely computed time the
computer was turned on 06:44:30 is 30 seconds later from the time given to the jury. It was
reasonable because the time given in evidence 06:44 is well within the computed extremes and it is
earlier than the most likely time of 06:44:30. This would have been to the advantage of the accused.

It is also my opinion that Mr. Robin Bain would not necessarily have noticed the sound made by the
computer as the sound produced is low level sound ofa non-impulse, constant nature to which he
was well used.

Maarten J. Kleintjes
Chief Technical Investigator
Electronic Crime Laboratory


